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Res. No. 1805

Resolution calling upon the New York State Legislature to pass, and the Governor to sign, legislation to expand
the number of trucks covered under the 2011 crossover mirror law.

By Council Members Mark-Viverito, Chin, James, Koppell and Mendez

Whereas, In 2011, the New York State Legislature passed and Governor Andrew Cuomo signed

legislation requiring trucks that are registered in New York State, that weigh over 26,000 pounds, and operate

within New York City to be equipped with a convex mirror; and

Whereas, The law, also known as the “crossover mirror law,” went into effect on January 15, 2012; and

Whereas, Under the “crossover mirror law,” heavy trucks are required to install a convex mirror on the

front of the truck; and

Whereas, Convex mirrors allow truck drivers to see any person who is at least 3 feet tall and is crossing

in front of the truck at least 1 foot from the front of the vehicle; and

Whereas, According to the legislative memo in support of the 2011 State bill, similar equipment has
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been required for school buses since the 1970s; and

Whereas, While the State legislation defines a large truck as weighing 26,000 pounds, the Insurance

Institute for Highway Safety-Highway Loss Data Institute defines a large truck as one that weighs over 10,000

pounds; and

Whereas, According to the legislative history of the 2011 State law, commercial trucks have been a

major contributor to pedestrian accidents and deaths in New York City because of the “blind spot” that exists in

front of the truck; and

Whereas, The legislative history also cites to a 2005 United States Department of Transportation study

that shows that 71 percent of pedestrians killed by large trucks were killed in frontal collisions; and

Whereas, Streetsblog NYC, which operates the website streetsblog.org, documents at least three cases in

New York City in recent years when people were killed by trucks, including one small child; and

Whereas, While requiring heavy trucks to have a convex mirror will help prevent deaths like this in the

City, exempting lighter trucks raises questions about whether the law should be strengthened; and

Whereas, Proponents of closing this loophole argue that the lighter trucks are similar to heavier trucks

and have the same blind spots that do not allow them to see pedestrians crossing in front of the truck; now,

therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Council of the City of New York calls upon the New York State Legislature to pass,

and the Governor to sign, legislation to expand the number of trucks covered under the 2011 crossover mirror

law.
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